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  Nine-month Operating Results 

Business Summary 
Simon Property Group, Inc. is a self-administered 

and self-managed real estate investment trust 

(REIT). The Company owns, develops, and 

manages retail real estate properties, which 

consist primarily of malls, Premium Outlets and 

The Mills. 

Sector/Industry 
Sector              Real Estate  

Industry          Equity REITs 

Sub-Industry            Retail REITs 

Stock data 
Price $           85.25 

Bloomberg code     SPG:US 

Market cap. $M       26,087 

Free float            99% 

Shares outstanding    306,869 

52-week range $                   42.25 – 151.59 

Daily volume             10,844,649 

 

Performance     1M     3M      12M 
Absolute               35.3%     25.2%     -42.9% 

to S&P 500               24.5%  21.8%     -56.3% 

 

Main Metrics ($mn) 2019  2020E    2021E 
Revenues  5,755    4,719       5,191 

EBITDA   4,248    3,483       3,832 

Net Income  2,098    1,137       1,893 

EPS                     6.8            3.7           6.2 

DPS                     8.3            4.0           7.0 

Multiples  2019     2020E    2021E 
EV/Revenues                      8.6x    10.5x         9.5x 

EV/EBITDA  10.5x        12.7x      11.6x 

P/FFO                   7.0x          9.1x        7.8x 

Remuneration  2019  2020E    2021E 
Dividend yield  5.3%         6.2%        5.5% 

Simon Property Group 

Executive Summary 

 

 BUY 
 Target: $104.9 

 

▪ Overview 

In response to the current COVID-19 pandemic restrictive measures, 

all US retail properties have been closed on March 18th, 2020. 

Shopping at brick-and-mortar locations completely halted for several 

weeks. Operations restarted from May 1st with a gradual reopening 

of US retail properties and fully resumed on October 7th. While 

Simon’s revenue is partially protected by long-term leases, we notice 

an occupancy drop caused by retailer bankruptcies and rent 

payment deferrals or abatements. 

▪ 3Q 2020 operating results 

Simon collected 85% of its net billed rent in the third quarter, leading 

to higher than expected revenue. However, it also incurred higher 

than expected operating expenses, thus the decline for the last nine-

month period in comparable-property net income was of 24.4% 

year-on-year. Consequently, diluted EPS decreased to $2.74 from 

$5.15 for the same period last year. The reported consolidated lease 

income declined from $3,887 million to $3,29 million due to deferrals 

and abatements and also income from unconsolidated entities 

witnessed a significant drop of $160.1 million for the same period. 

▪ Response to COVID-19 impact 

In reaction to the revenue drop, the company implemented several 

strategies to reduce operating costs and limit the damages arising 

from the shock. The most important actions undertaken by Simon 

Property Group are: 

- significant reduction of all non-essential corporate spending and 

property operating expenses, including discretionary marketing 

spend; 

- temporary furlough of certain employees as a result of 

governmental “stay home” orders; 

- suspension of more than $1.0 billion redevelopment and 

development projects; 

- salary suspension for the company’s Executives and Board of 

Directors. 

As a result, total operating expenses decreased by $169.3 million. 

▪ Financing activity 

SPG decreased its overall borrowing rate on consolidated 

indebtedness from 3.21% to 3.12%, resulting in $13.0 million 

decrease in interest expense. As a precautional measure Simon drew 

$3.75 billion under the company’s revolving credit facilities. 

 BOCCONI STUDENTS 
for REAL ESTATE 

Report date: 1 December 2020 
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Macroeconomic Outlooki 

The global economy is climbing out from the depths to 

which it had plummeted during the Great Lockdown in 

April. But with the COVID-19 pandemic continuing to 

spread, many countries have slowed reopening, and some 

are reinstating partial lockdowns to protect susceptible 

populations. While recovery in China has been faster than 

expected, the global economy’s long ascent back to pre-

pandemic levels of activity remains prone to setbacks. 

Medium-term 
After the rebound in 2021, global growth is expected to 
gradually slow to about 3.5 percent into the medium 
term. This implies only limited progress toward catching 
up to the path of economic activity for 2020–25 projected 
before the pandemic for both advanced and emerging 

market and developing economies. The subdued outlook 
for medium-term growth comes with a significant 
projected increase in the stock of sovereign debt. 
Downward revisions to potential output also imply a 
smaller tax base over the medium term than previously 
envisaged, compounding difficulties in servicing debt 
obligations. The baseline projection assumes that social 
distancing will continue into 2021 but will subsequently fade over time as vaccine coverage expands and 
therapies improve. Local transmission is assumed to be brought to low levels everywhere by the end of 2022. 
The medium-term projections also assume that economies will experience scarring from the depth of the 
recession and the need for structural change, entailing persistent effects on potential output. These effects 
include adjustment costs and productivity impacts for surviving firms as they upgrade workplace safety, the 
amplification of the shock via firm bankruptcies, costly resource reallocation across sectors, and discouraged 
workers’ exit from the workforce. 

Unemployment 
The unemployment rate peaked at 14.7% in April 2020 as 
workers were let go from their jobs in response to the 
pandemic. It is expected to average 7.6% in 2020 and to 
decline in future years back to normal values: 5.5% in 2021, 
4.6% in 2022, and 4.0% in 2023. A return towards 
unemployment equilibrium together with the role played 
by government policies is expected to support consumers’ 
spending in the future.  
 

Inflation 
The median core inflation rate is predicted to rise in the 
coming years: 1.7% in 2021, 1.8% in 2022, and 2.0% in 
2023. The Fed's target inflation rate remains 2.0%. On Sept. 
16, 2020, the FOMC announced it would keep the 
benchmark rate at its current level until inflation reached 
2.0% over a long period of time, approximately 2023. 
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Company Overviewii 

Simon Property Group, Inc. (NYSE:SPG) is a self-administered and self-managed Real Estate Investment Trust 
(‘‘REIT’’). Simon Property Group L.P., or the Operating Partnership, is the majority-owned partnership 
subsidiary that owns all of the real estate properties and other assets. The company develops and manages 
premier shopping, dining, entertainment, and mixed-use destinations, which consist primarily of Malls, 
Premium Outlets, The Mills, and International Properties. On September 30, 2020, it owned or had an interest 
in 235 properties comprising 191 million square feet in North America, Asia, and Europe. Additionally, on 
September 30, 2020, SPG had a 22.4% ownership interest in Klepierre, a publicly traded, Paris-based real 
estate company, which owns shopping centers in 15 European countries. 

In order to qualify as REIT, the company has to comply with a number of requirements; the most relevant 
amongst them are: 

▪ to invest at least 75% of total assets in Real Estate assets; 
▪ to derive at least 75% of gross income from rents, interest on mortgages that finance real property, 

or real estate sales; 
▪ to pay out a minimum of 90% of taxable income through shareholders dividends each year; 
▪ to have no more than 50% of its shares held by five or fewer individuals. 

 

Business Strategy 
Simon Property Group is the largest mall REIT in the US and manages one of the top retail portfolios in the 

country. The company focuses on high quality real estate across the retail spectrum. Simon aims to expand 

or redevelop properties to enhance its property portfolio and its market share of existing assets. SPG also 

plans to make investments to strengthen its product portfolio in shopping, dining, and entertainment to 

satisfy current customers’ habits and lifestyle. The Company targets areas with dense populations and high 

incomes, and their Class A properties provide customers with unique shopping experiences. Moreover, Simon 

always includes big-box retailers and anchor stores in its centers, thus attracting high foot traffic. 

Thanks to its corporate strategy Simon is able to offset the ongoing e-commerce transition pressuring brick-

and-mortar retail. Indeed, retailers are becoming more selective with their physical locations, opting to locate 

storefronts in the highest-quality assets. In addition, many e-tailers are beginning to open stores in Class A 

malls to take advantage of their shopping traffic, as a physical presence provides additional marketing, a 

showroom for products they want to highlight, and another source of sales. Therefore, we believe that 

Simon’s top-quality portfolio will continue to support growth in the future years. 

To foster its balance sheet growth SPG employs a three-fold capital which relies on the following pillars: 

▪ to provide capital necessary to growth; 

▪ to maintain sufficient flexibility to access capital in many forms, both public and private; 

▪ to manage the overall financial structure in a fashion that preserves the investment grade credit 

ratings. 

Business Segmentation & Portfolio Concentration 
Simon Property Group owns, develops, and manages retail real 

estate properties around the US and internationally, namely: 

▪ regional malls and Premium Outlet centers (including the 
Mills); 

▪ community and lifestyle centers; 
▪ other retail properties and international properties. 
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On the American soil, the aggregate of the gross leasable area is 
approximately 181.2 million square feet, and the company achieved 
to lease about 97% of the owned GLA in malls and premium outlets. 
On the other hand, foreign operations are carried out through 
strategic joint ventures, which allows to exploit the partners’ 
geographical expertise and to avoid co-ordinational and 
organizational issues. The company draws income from all these 
locations in the form of management fees and dividends. Amongst 
the most important investments we highlight Klepierre which is a 
publicly traded, Paris-based real estate company which owns or has 
an interest in shopping centers located in 15 countries across Europe. 

Moreover, Simon has a stake of 14.6% in Value Retail PLC and affiliated entities which own nine luxury outlets 
throughout Europe. Last but not least, the group has important investments in Japan, south Korea and in 
Mexico. 

Risk factors 
The group is exposed to several potential risk factors that have intensified during 2020 due to the ongoing 
pandemic shock. There are many different typologies of risks relating to retail operations, relating 
investments, and relating to taxes. Regarding operations, one of the fundamental characteristics of Simon 
Property Group business model is the ability to attract tenants; this feature indirectly leads Simon to take on 
the tenants’ operational risk. Indeed, the COVID-19 situation has strongly impacted the probability of 
tenant’s bankruptcies and therefore it has increased the number of vacant spaces within Simon properties, 
thus adversely affecting SPG. Moreover, the brick-and-mortar commercial retail industry is continuously put 
under pressure by the advent and spread of the E-commerce. SPG is involved in many projects which focus 
on keeping high levels of engagement for customers and integrating different services related to E-tailers 
such as fast pick-up spaces, fast-lanes, smart payment devices and other initiatives. The company’s effort to 
adapt to the dynamic environment of the shopping world proves to be successful and is projected to sustain 
growth for the foreseeable future. Moving to the factors affecting the investment strategy, it is important to 
consider liquidity availability; since the company has to distribute at least 90 percent of the taxable income, 
the group has to lean on debt funds to back their property and development investment. On this side the 
pandemic doesn’t seem to have impacted the company since SPG was able to lower its interest spread on 
debt. 
 

The Reference Marketiii 

In recent years, the U.S. real estate sector expanded to include a wide range of companies that own and 
operate a diverse set of assets. Back in 2010, the sector was dominated by companies that owned traditional 
commercial properties such as office buildings, apartment complexes, warehouses, and shopping centers. 
However, the recent growth of specialized REITs—like those that own cell towers, data centers, and 
timberland, among other non-traditional real estate assets—has transformed the sector into a complex array 
of companies that derive income from highly distinct assets. While all REITs share certain characteristics such 
as offering relatively high dividend yields, the fundamental differences in the underlying assets owned by 
REITs across sectors have led to different investment characteristics and patterns of returns and volatility. 
 

REITs Sector Overview  
There are two main types of REITs: equity REITs and mortgage REITs. Equity REITs own and operate income-
producing real estate and typically earn income through rents. Mortgage REITs lend money directly to real 
estate owners and operators, or indirectly through the purchase of mortgages or mortgage-backed securities, 
and they earn income from the interest on these investments. Based on the property type each equity REIT 
owns, we can further categorize it by its sector. Most REITs specialize in a single property type, while some 
manage portfolios that include multiple types of properties. 
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Performance Variation of REITs Sectors 
REIT sectors exhibited significant performance 
differentiation over the short and long-term 
periods. Variation in returns across sectors 
increased significantly in recent years. Retail 
REITs underperformed considerably due to the 
shift toward online shopping, while certain 
specialty sectors such as tower and data center 
delivered exceptional returns. One of the 
primary beneficiaries of the shift to online 
shopping were industrial REITs, which have 
been near the top of the sector leader board. 
Tower REITs benefited from strong demand for 
infrastructure to support rapidly growing 
wireless data usage, while data center REITs 
boomed from the growing need for high-quality 
space to store IT infrastructure such as servers 
and other computing equipment. 
 
 

Retail Sector 
The retail real estate industry is dynamic and competitive. SPG competes with numerous merchandise 
distribution channels, including malls, outlet centers, community/lifestyle centers, and other shopping 
centers in the United States and abroad. The company also competes with internet retailing sites and catalogs 
which provide retailers with distribution options beyond existing brick-and-mortar retail properties. The 
existence of competitive alternatives could have a material adverse effect on Simon’s ability to lease space 
and on the level of rents it can obtain. This results in competition for both the tenants to occupy the 
properties that we develop and manage as well as for the acquisition of prime sites (including land for 
development and operating properties). 
We believe that there are numerous factors that make SPG’s properties highly desirable to retailers, 
including: 

▪ the quality, location, and diversity of the properties; 
▪ the management and the operational expertise; 
▪ the extensive experience and relationships with retailers, lenders, and suppliers; 
▪ the marketing initiatives and consumer focused strategic corporate alliances. 

Indeed, these features enable Simon to have a competitive advantage over its competitors and maintain the 

industry lead. 

SWOT Analysis 

Strengths 
Simon Property Group has numerous strengths that enable it to thrive in the marketplace. These strengths 
not only ensure the company to protect its market share, but also help it in penetrating new markets. Simon 
Property Group most relevant strengths are: 

▪ automation of activities consistently guarantees high quality to Simon Property Group products and 
enables the company to scale up and scale down the business based on the demand conditions in 
the market; 
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▪ strong dealer community – SPG has built a culture among distributors & dealers where the dealers 
not only promote the company's products, but also invest in training the sales team to explain to the 
customers how they can extract the maximum benefits out of the company’s products; 

▪ successful track record of integrating complementary firms through M&A. SPG has successfully 
integrated a number of technology companies in the past few years to streamline its operations and 
to build a reliable supply chain; 

▪ reliable suppliers – Simon has a strong base of reliable suppliers of raw material thus enabling the 
company to overcome any supply chain bottlenecks; 

▪ product innovation – great capability to develop and redesign products and services to attract 
customers; 

▪ high returns on Capital Expenditure – Simon Property Group is successful at the execution of new 
projects and generates positive returns on CAPEX by building new revenue streams; 

▪ highly successful at Go to Market strategies for its products; 
▪ strong Free Cash Flows – Simon Property Group has solid Free Cash Flows that provide resources in 

the hand of the company to expand into new projects. 
 

Weaknesses 

▪ limited success outside core business – even though Simon Property Group is one of the leading 
organizations in its industry it has faced challenges in moving to other product segments with its 
present culture; 

▪ investment in Research and Development is below the fastest growing players in the industry. 
Although Simon Property Group is spending above the industry average on R&D, it has not been able 
to compete with the leading players in the industry in terms of innovation. It has come across as a 
mature firm looking forward to bringing out products based on tested features in the market; 

▪ poor product demand forecasting – unsatisfactory projection ability leads to higher rate of missed 
opportunities compared to its competitors. It can be noticed by an above average days on inventory 
ratio, both in-house and in-channel; 

▪ products marketing – the products are successful in terms of sales, but their positioning and unique 
selling proposition are not clearly defined, which can lead to the attacks in this segment from other 
competitors. 
 

Opportunities 
 

▪ new technologies provide an opportunity to Simon Property Group to practice differentiated pricing 
strategy in the new market. It would enable the firm to maintain its loyal customers with great service 
and lure new customers through other value-oriented propositions; 

▪ economic uptick and increase in customer spending, after years of recession and slow growth rate in 
the industry, is an opportunity for Simon Property Group to capture new customers and increase its 
market share; 

▪ new customers from the online channel – over the past few years the company has invested vast 
sum of money into the online platform. This investment has opened new sale channels for Simon 
Property Group. In the next few years, the company can leverage this opportunity by knowing its 
customer better and serving their needs using big data analytics. 

 

 Threats 

▪ changing consumer purchasing behavior towards online channels could be a threat to the existing 
physical infrastructure driven supply chain model; 

▪ imitation of the counterfeit and low-quality product is also a threat to Simon Property Group’s 
product especially in the emerging markets and low-income markets; 

▪ liability laws in different countries are different and SPG may be exposed to various liability claims 
given change in policies in those markets; 
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▪ new technologies developed by competitors or market disruptors could be a serious threat to the 
industry in medium to long-term future; 

▪ demand for highly profitable products is seasonal in nature and any unlikable event during the peak 
season may impact the profitability of the company in short to medium-term; 

▪ as the company is operating in numerous countries it is exposed to currency fluctuations especially 
given the volatile political climate in number of markets across the world. 
  

Competitorsiv 

 
Federal Realty Investment Trust is a self-administered real estate investment trust. The Company specializes 
in the ownership, management, development, and redevelopment of prime community and neighborhood 
shopping centers. Federal Realty Investment Trust serves customers in the United States, especially in 
shopping centers in the Northeastern United States, the Mid-Atlantic states, California, and South Florida. 

 

 
KIMCO is one of the largest operators of open-air shopping centers in North America. The REIT's portfolio 
spans more than 400 shopping centers from New York to California, with many properties in major 
metropolitan markets. Recently, KIMCO's investment strategy has increasingly focused on signature series 
properties that cater to more affluent consumers, with tenants ranging from boutique hair salons to 
supermarkets. The success of that strategy is demonstrated by its near full-occupancy rates. The REIT's 
earnings declined from 2018 to 2019 but revenues held steady at $1.16 billion, and KIM is seeking to expand 
its footprint in major cities such as Tampa, Florida; Austin, Texas; and Portland, Oregon. The current dividend 
yield is a healthy 6.31%. 
  

 

Retail Properties of America, Inc. provides real estate investment services. The Company manages, develops, 
and acquires real estate properties including multi-tenant shopping complexes, lifestyle, power, community 
centers, and single-tenant net lease properties across the United States. 
 

 

Taubman Centers is an S&P MidCap 400 REIT engaged in the ownership, management and/or leasing of 27 
regional, super-regional and outlet shopping centers in the U.S. and Asia. Taubman’s U.S. owned properties 
are the most productive in the publicly held U.S. regional mall industry. In February 2020, Taubman Centers 
Inc. and Simon Property Group signed a merger agreement for which SPG acquired 80% of TCO stock at a 
price of $ 52.50 per share. In June SPG appealed to a specific clause in the contract to step out of the merger 
agreement. On 16 November 2020 the two parties agreed to renegotiate the price at $ 43.00, thus the merger 
will be finalized. 

 

 

Macerich is a real estate investment trust that invests in shopping centers. It is the third-largest owner and 
operator of shopping centers in the United States. As of December 31, 2019, the company owned interests 
in 52 properties comprising 51 million square feet of leasable area. The company name is a portmanteau of 
its founders, Mace Siegel and Richard Cohen. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shopping_center
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Northeastern_United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mid-Atlantic_states
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/California
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Florida
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Real_estate_investment_trust
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shopping_center
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portmanteau
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Unibail-Rodamco-Westfield SE (previously Unibail-Rodamco SE) is an European commercial real estate 
company headquartered in Paris, France. Its history originates with the formation of two separate shopping 
center operators, Unibail (founded in France in 1968) and Rodamco Europe (founded in the Netherlands in 
1999), which merged in 2007 and became a societas Europaea in 2009. The company acquired Australian 
shopping center operator Westfield Corporation in June 2018. 
As of 2018, Unibail-Rodamco-Westfield is the largest commercial real estate company in Europe, and is a 

component of the Euro Stoxx 50 stock market index. Its portfolio consists of retail property, office buildings, 

and convention centers within Europe and North America. Many of its shopping centers use the Westfield 

brand launched by Westfield Group in 1960 and shared with Scentre Group for properties in Australia and 

New Zealand since 2014, whilst retail properties owned by Unibail-Rodamco before the merger carry the 

Westfield name. 

Valuationv 

Simon Property Group has been able to sustain stable revenue growth in the last years, although the retail 

real estate sector was undergoing a period of turmoil due to the E-commerce rise. This sign is important to 

prove the company ability to redesign its business and keep up with the most recent industry trends. As 

expected, current financial year operating results have been severely impacted by the lockdown periods and 

the measures implemented to limit the spread of the virus. Indeed, 2020 first three quarters show a decline 

near 20% in sales. We consider this huge drop as a natural consequence of the overall economic 

circumstances and we developed forecasts considering an important rebound for the company financials 

starting from next year Q2. In addition, encouraging news about incoming vaccines give hope that by next 

year Q3 operations could go back to normality. We expect a return to pre-crisis level not before 2022. 

Occupancy Rates and Rent per Foot2 

An important data that highlights the quality of Simon 

portfolio is the evolution of the occupancy rates amid the 

pandemic. Occupancy has dropped a maximum of 3% 

throughout the year, and overall, it still lies around 95% 

with incredible results in Japan close to 100%. 

These results are even stronger if compared with the 

average vacancy rates registered throughout the 

pandemic for the whole industry, which spiked to 

20% for the second quarter. 

In response to the space’s occupancy decline 

caused by diffused bankruptcies, SPG has 

improved its average rent per square foot. In the 

US Malls & Premium Outlets segment it climbed 

from $54.59 to $56.13, while it increased by 1% 

for the Mills. 

0,6%

0,7%

0,8%

0,9%

1%

1,1%

2019 2020 Q1 2020 Q2 2020 Q3

US Malls & Premium Outlets The Mills Japan

Occupancy Rates 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commercial_property
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shopping_mall
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shopping_mall
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Societas_Europaea
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Westfield_Corporation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euro_Stoxx_50
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stock_market_index
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scentre_Group
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WACC and ROIC Analysis 

The WACC gives the rate that SPG is expected to pay on average to both debtholders and stockholders of the 

company; it is the minimum return expected from investors to bear the company’s risk. To find the WACC, 

the cost of equity has been estimated using the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM). According to analysts’ 

best practices, the risk-free rate we assumed corresponds to the 10Y Treasury Bond yield – 0.97%. We also 

assumed, in line with the current market trend, a market risk premium of 7,09%. The risk factor Beta has 

been calculated considering weekly returns over a period of 2 years – 1.63. Therefore, the estimated rate of 

return of SPG is equal to 12.53%. To estimate the cost of debt we assumed the total cost of debt before taxes 

as the weighted bond yield for both short- and long-term debt – 3.0%. In conclusion, weighting the two costs 

estimated above for the market value of debt and equity results in the WACC being 7.61%. 

The Return on Invested Capital, better known as ROIC, shows the profitability related to the capital invested 

by both stockholders and debtholders. It has been calculated dividing the net operating income after taxes 

(NOPAT) by the capital invested. The main differences between this ratio and the WACC come from the fact 

that while the ROIC is calculated on book value, the WACC does not. According to the balance sheet and 

income statement, the NOPAT and the total capital invested prove to be respectively 2.6 and 29.3 million 

dollars. As a result, the computed ROIC is 8.83%. 

After our analysis, we can conclude that Simon Property Group is generating higher returns on investments 

than how much stakeholders expect as the ROIC is higher than the WACC. Since Simon Property Group is 

generating excess returns on investments, its value will continue to grow. 

 

 

 

Compared to  S&P 500 and  FTSE Nareit All Equity REITs stock performance, which are the two main 

benchmarks for Simon Property Group, we notice that SPG stock has not yet recovered from February’s 

market plunge, while the other stocks had a more important rebound. This is a common trend for companies 

focused on high quality commercial properties since they have been more severely struck by governmental 

restrictions, thus delaying their recovery. 
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Financial Results 

Analyzing SPG core financial metric track records we found signs of stable growth about 2% for the company’s 

revenues. The company is able to generate Funds From Operations at a margin of 65% on revenues which 

proves the soundness and quality of Simon’s portfolio.  

 

The forecasted results for 2020 are based on Simon Property Group quarterly reports posted for the current 

year. We estimated last quarter revenues considering the trend of the last available quarters and adjusting 

it for the uncertainty due to the new wave of virus spread registered in the last months. Overall, expected 

results are close to a 20% drop in revenues for the company. 

In addition, we utilized forecasts for the retail sector (brick-and-mortar segment) as a proxy for future 

rebound timing. Analysts expect a strong rebound by mid-2021 followed by a downward growth trend to 

come back to normality. 

 

Metrics (USDm) 2017 2018 2019 2020 Q3 2020E 2021E

Revenue 5,527 5,645 5,755 3,476 4,719 5,191

Per Share 17.7 18.2 18.7 11.4 15.4 17.0

Growth 1.7% 2.1% 1.9% -18.5% -18.0% 10.0%

EBITDA 4,560 4,736 4,746 2,867 3,892 4,281

Per Share 14.6 15.3 15.4 9.4 12.7 14.0

Growth 3.6% 3.9% 0.2% -14.7% -18.0% 10.0%

FFO 3,491 3,756 3,709 2,127 2,887 3,346

Per Share 11.2 12.1 12.0 7.0 9.4 11.0

Growth 6.0% 7.6% -1.3% -19.5% -22.2% 15.9%

Outstanding 312 310 308 306 306 305
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Multiples Analysis 

The  sample of competitors is based on the portfolio composition, and the geographical scope of the 

companies. In order to match Simon’s business characteristics, all the competitors analyzed focus on high 

quality properties designed for commercial real estate. Most of the companies are US based given the fact 

that SPG core business spreads across the United States. In addition, we also decided to include Unibail-

Rodamco-Westfield within the sample to represent Simon’s operations in the Euro area. 

For the valuation we considered both equity-side and asset-side multiples, including one year forward 

multiples. Then, we derived the interquartile range for each multiple to be applied to Simon Property Group 

metrics in order to estimate enterprise and equity values. Among the multiples chosen we highlight the Funds 

from Operations multiple which is a specific non-GAAP measure utilized to value REITs cash generation 

abilities. 

The football field provides an overview of the results obtained by the multiples valuation. The equity value is 

estimated to be worth $ 32,093 million, that give the outstanding number of shares (NOSH: 306k) leads to 

an equity value per share of $ 104.9. 

Company 
EV / 

Revenue 
EV / R 

Forward 
EV / 

EBITDA 

EV / 
EBITDA 
Forward 

P / FFO 
P / FFO 

Forward 
P / FCF  

         
Federal Realty Investment Trust 10.7x   12.1x   16.9x   19.6x   14.1x   15.9x   n.a. 

Kimco Realty 10.1x   11.1x   15.8x   15.8x   10.3x   11.3x   10.7x   

Retail Properties of America Inc. 7.0x   8.1x   11.4x   13.7x   7.7x   8.9x   11.4x   

Taubman Centers Inc. 11.2x   13.9x   20.1x   24.8x   12.2x   15.2x   14.9x   

The Macerich  7.2x   8.7x   11.2x   15.5x   2.8x   3.5x   4.3x   

Unibail-Rodamco-Westfield 9.6x   13.4x   14.7x   18.5x   n.a.  n.a.  4.6x   

25th-percentile   7.8x   9.3x   12.2x   15.5x   7.7x   8.9x   4.6x   

75th-percentile  10.6x   13.0x   16.6x   19.3x   12.2x   15.2x   11.4x   

         

Simon Property Group  8.6x 10.5x 11.7x 14.2x 7.0x 9.0x 7.3x 
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In conclusion, we can affirm that the company has strong track records and one of the best balance sheets 

in the industry. SPG is guided by and experienced management team which has promptly reacted to the 

pandemic thus limiting the severe adverse impact of the crisis. Moreover, Simon proves to be able to 

continue to support long-term growth adapting its strategy to new trends and customers’ habits. The 

multiples valuation provides a target price of $ 104.9 suggesting that the current stock price is trading at 

significant discount, since the retail industry has not yet experienced the post-crisis rebound that others 

sectors already have incorporated. As a result of the analysis we believe the stock will recover in the next 

months following the trend of the delayed rebound of the sector, thus the position is a BUY. 
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